Four Sockets on One Wrench:
Thru-Bolt™ 4-in-1 Ratchet Wrench

- Dog Bone Style with 4 Socket Sizes: 1-1/4”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/16” and 15/16”
- Sockets designed to stay on the handle meaning no loose sockets.
- Weighs Just 2-1/2 lb (1.1 kg)
- 200 ft-lb Capacity
- Ergonomic Handle Grip
- Patent Pending
- Made in USA!

BONUS: Tightening nuts on long bolts or all-thread rod is never a problem with Reed’s Thru-Bolt™ feature. These special sockets work by letting the bolt pass completely through the socket and arm head so nuts can be worked on any threaded length.